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Does anyone now remember the "Social Compact"? This was one of the attempts by the last 

Labour government to reach an agreement with the trade unions in which certain social 

measures were swapped for wage 'restraint', an attempt soon consigned to the dustbin of 

history. One of the attractions of the phrase was its suggest ion of J.-J. Rousseau's famous 

'Social Contract', the supposed agreement between citizens at an early stage of social 

development which was the basis of later law. A further attraction (though it must be 

doubtful how much this was recognized by Mr Callaghan's cabinet) was that in the early 

1970's contractarian political theories had made what one scholar has called 'a stunning 

comeback' amongst philosophers, following the publication of John Rawls' Theory of Justice 

in 1972. Rawls' version of contract theory was not historical – the pact involved was an 

imaginary one, designed to provide a means for agreement about the foundations of justice 

– but its debt to earlier theories was explicitly acknowledged. 

 

From Pufendorf to Thatcherism 

 

Contract theory did not, however, begin with Rousseau. Its origins, as with those of many 

other ideas, can be traced back to the fifth century B.C. But one of the main avenues by 

which these ancient ideas reached Rousseau was the account of the origin of society in Book 

Five of Lucretius' De rerum natura. Rousseau would have come across Lucretius' account 

referred to in many of the standard works on the origins of law, such as the De iure naturae 

et gentium of the great sixteenth century lawyer Samuel Pufendorf, which quotes Lucretius 

extensively (with the comment that his history is maxime fabulosa compared to scripture). 

But Rousseau also knew Lucretius direct: the influence is particularly clear not so much in 

the Social Contract as in the earlier Discourse on the origin of inequality. 

 

The present government is not obviously sympathetic to the ideas of J.-J. Rousseau: as one 

modern commentator has noted, contractarian ideas tend to begin with an assumption of 

approximate equality between the parties to the pact, and egalitarianism is not in fashion. 

In fact, however, social contract theories can be used to endorse widely differing social 

structures. As I hope will become clear, Lucretius' version in De rerum natura Book Five is in 

this respect of more than historical interest precisely because it is aware of the complexities 

implicit in the contractarian approach. 

 

 

 

 



Two social contracts in fifty lines 

 

The account in Book Five of the growth of civilisation occupies the last five hundred lines of 

the book, but the most important section on political development occupies just fifty lines 

or so at 1105-60. There are essentially five stages in the analysis: 

 

(1) Man is hardy, lives outdoors, and has no marriage or laws (925-1010). 

(2) The discovery of houses, clothes, and fire, and the development of marriage, lead to 

friendship between neighbours and the first pact not to harm or be harmed ( 1011-27). 

(3) Outstanding individuals establish themselves as kings and create cities for their own 

protection; they distribute property on the basis of beauty and strength until wealth 

becomes more important (1105-19). 

(4) In a vain attempt to make their wealth secure, men pursue power and glory, but succeed 

only in bringing about intense political competition which eventually leads to the overthrow 

of the kings and a state of violent anarchy (1120-42). 

(5) Tired of living by violence, men make another social contract to establish magistrates 

and laws ( 1143-60). 

 

The first thing to notice here is that there is not one but two social contracts: the first is a 

natural response to essentially technological developments from the state of nature, the 

second a desperate attempt to solve problems caused by the political developments 

themselves. The second pact is the result of the activities of a group within society who 

"teach" their fellows to create magistrates and laws, rather than a response by the whole 

community, though Lucretius is at pains to stress that this is not a coercive process. This 

distinction between an initial 'natural' stage and a later 'learned' one is basic to the whole of 

Lucretius' account, and an element that we know he derived from his master Epicurus. 

 

Rule of law a trap 

 

More importantly, the second pact supervenes on a period of violence and anarchy. This is a 

common feature in contractarian accounts, and can be used to justify a high regard for the 

law as the saviour of mankind. Lucretius, however, makes it clear that magistrates and laws 

are very much a refuge from something worse, a pis aller rather than an ideal state: 

 

nam genus humanum, defessum vi colera aevum, 

ex inimicitiis languebat: quo magis ipsum 

sponte sua cecidit sub leges artaque iura. 

 

'for the human race, tired of living an age in violence, was sick with hatreds, and therefore 

all the more fell of its own accord beneath laws and tight ordinances' (1145-7). 

 



The image is of a tired and sick animal finally letting itself be captured in a trap: hardly an 

inspiring one. Later we are told that 'violence and illegality surrounds each in a net' (1152), 

and while this is referring to the wrongdoer caught in his own injustices, the repetition of 

the earlier image increases our sense of the oppressiveness of magistrates and laws. They 

are better than being mugged every night, but there is no trace of the pompous idolatry of 

the 'rule of law" in which modern politicians like to indulge. 

 

Kings and Consuls trampled by mob 

 

Lucretius' account is clearly adapted closely to his Roman context, but the contribution of 

the Roman allusions is again a complex one. In his account of the decline of the monarchic 

period through aristocratic competition, he is drawing on ancient theories which see a 

degeneration in the progress of society through the different forms of government. This 

idea is implicit already in Plato's Republic but is most clearly developed in extant literature in 

Book Six of the Hellenistic historian Polybius. In contrast to some of these, Lucretius' version 

is optimistic: the period of anarchy does not last for ever, and there is no hint that the cycle 

is a perpetual one, with a return to monarchy in prospect. One would expect the final stage, 

after the second pact, to correspond to Roman reality, just as Polybius regarded the mixed 

constitution of the Romans as the best safeguard against decline. 

 

In fact, however, it is the decline into anarchy which is assimilated most to the Rome of 

Lucretius' day: 

 

at claros homines voluerunt se atque potentis, 

ut fundamento stabili fortuna maneret 

et placidam possent opulenti degere vitam. 

nequiquam, quoniam ad summum succedere honorem 

certantes iter infestum fecere viai, 

et tamen e summo, quasi fulmen, deicit ictos 

invidia interdum contemptim in Tartara taetra. 

 

'but men wanted themselves famous and powerful, that their fortune might stay on a stable 

foundation and they might live a peaceful life as wealthy men; in vain, because in fighting to 

reach the top honour they made the journey on the road perilous, and after all envy like a 

thunderbolt from time to time blasts them from the top contemptuously down into foul 

hell' (1120-6). The change in tense from the past voluerunt and fecere to the present deicit is 

significant: Lucretius moves from the remote past to the present reality of Roman politics. 

The 'top honour' which the men pursue would mean for a Roman above all the consulship, 

and the whole passage is full of contemporary political language (though Lucretius is also 

producing a version of the seventh Master Saying of Epicurus). The contemporary relevance 

is made explicit at the end of his description, when he directly addresses the reader: let such 



men 'sweat with blood' to no avail on the narrow track of ambition. The phenomenon is 

clearly one of the present. 

 

Cutting across this chronological assimilation is the clear hint in the deposition of the kings 

of the end of the Roman regal period: 

 

ergo regibus occisis sub versa iacebat 

pristina maiestas soliorum et sceptra superba, 

et capitis summi praeclarum insigne cruentum 

sub pedibus vulgi magnum lugebat honorem. 

 

'Therefore the kings were killed, the ancient majesty of thrones and the cruel sceptres 

overthrown, and the illustrious emblem of the highest head bloody beneath the feet of the 

mob lamented its great honour' (1136-9). 

 

The throne, the sceptre, and the crown were the three most important of the Etruscan regal 

insignia at Rome; sceptra superba, 'proud sceptres', hints at Tarquinius Superbus, the last 

king of Rome, while pristina maiestas, 'ancient majesty', may hint at the earlier – and more 

moral – Tarquinius Priscus. But the allusions again function in a complex way. In Roman 

history, the overthrow of the kings – not their murder – was followed directly by republican 

government. Lucretius has an intervening period of anarchy, again to stress that the final 

constitution is a refuge from something worse, not an ideal. More importantly, the consuls 

were explicitly seen by the Romans themselves as replacements for the Kings, and they took 

over many of the regal insignia. There is thus again a contemporary note in an apparently 

historical description: the 'highest head' could be a consul's as well as a king's, the mob 

which tramples it underfoot the populus Romanus of the 50s BC. 

 

Sinking to the top 

 

Throughout his account of social change. Lucretius' is expanding on three metaphors basic 

to the ideology of Roman politics: the elevation of the successful politician, the brightness of 

his fame, and the journey, the cursus honorum, which takes him to the top. This becomes a 

race up a mountain to an incandescence which is merely the bright heat of envy's 

thunderbolt striking the politician down to Tartara taetra, 'foul hell'. The word summus, 

'top, highest', in particular takes on great ironic force, as Lucretius makes clear in an 

epigram: 

 

res itaque ad summam faecem turbasque redibat. 

imperium sibi cum ac summatum quisque petebat. 

 



'and so things went back to the utmost dregs and disturbances, as each sought power for 

himself and topship' (1141-2). 

 

The pun on summam and summatum (a word coined for the occasion) is untranslatable, as 

is the ambiguity of turbas, 'disturbances' and 'crowds'. The image is of a cup with the clear 

wine drained off and a disturbed mass of dregs swirling in the bottom, but there is an 

allusion too to mob rule and political violence: the Roman mob were often called faex, 

'dregs'. This is the eventual destination of the climb to power. 

 

This ambiguity about words for height in fact pervades Lucretius account of the 'rise' of 

human civilisation. The last lines of the book are apparently optimistic, but it is difficult by 

this stage not to see them as ironic: 

 

namque alid ex alio clarescere corde videbant 

artibus ad summum donec venere cacumen. 

 

'for they saw in their minds one thing from another grow clear until they came in arts to the 

top peak' (1456-7). 

 

Twenty lines before Lucretius had commented on man's greed : 

 

idque minutatim vitam provexit in altum 

et belli magnos commovit funditus aestus. 

 

'and this little by little pushed life out onto the high seas, and stirred up from the bottom 

great waves of war' (1434-5). The phrase in altum literally means no more than 'on high', 

and some editors have thought the image was of scaling the heights. The next line makes it 

clear that the main sense of altum is rather 'the deep', the 'high seas', but the ambiguity is 

significant: to climb to the top is also to plumb the depths. 

 

Wise man shuns Number 10 

 

What is the moral I promised that all this held for contemporary political life? Many morals 

could perhaps be drawn, but I draw an essentially sceptical one. Constitutions and laws are 

designed to prevent worse things happening, and to make life as tolerable as it can be. But 

political life – at least as practised in societies like those of the Romans or ourselves – is not 

a 'natural' life, and the wise man will have no part in it. Such an attitude is often portrayed 

as despicably quietist , but that is to misunderstand the Epicurean position. The Epicurean 

wise man will not take part in politics unless he is forced to do so. It may often be that the 

circumstances of the state leave him no option but to take action; but that is a different 

matter from joining in the routine corruption of everyday political life, the cursus honorum 



which leads to Number 10. That sort of politics, the narrow road of ambition, is not the 

solution to any problem, but the problem itself. 
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